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KYBERNETIKA —VOLUME 10 (1974), NUMBER 2 
Automatic Listing of Important 
Observational Statements III 
PETR HAJEK 
The ALIOS theory (of Automatic Listing of Important Observational Statements) was intro-
duced and developed in the previous papers of this series. In the present paper, which is a free 
continuation, we study an important particular class of observational functor calculi and develop 
its logic. 
Part III — Nominal calculi with incomplete information 
INTRODUCTION 
In [2] we introduced the notions of a semantic system, a problem and of a solution 
of a problem in a model; in [3] we studied functor calculi and corresponding se-
mantic system, in particular, observational monadic functor calculi (OMFCs, 
see also below). In [4] we called the problematics of the ALIOS theory the problematic 
of Automated Research; this seems to be an acceptable term (first of all since it is 
short). It can be said that the logic of Automated Research is the logic of observa-
tional functor calculi, especially (at least at the present stage), of OMFCs . In the 
present part we are going to study O M F C s with nominal values and incomplete 
information, briefly, x -nominal calculi (see below); they form an important parti-
cular class of OMFCs including the classical observational monadic predicate 
calculus. The generalization of the classical calculus consists in generalizing (i) 
truth values to more general values, (ii) connectives to some junctors and (iii) quan-
tifiers to some operators. Values are generalized only slightly and in two directions: 
we allow values 0, 1, . . . , h corresponding to some nominal quantities and also the 
values x - "unknown". (Cf. [3] 8.10-11 and [5].)* 
* I promised in [3] a paper denoted there by [12] on nominal quantities; what I planned 
to write in that paper is included here. I also present here some results of [4]. 
The main attention is paid to the study of some particular classes of operators. 
The value x is treated in Kleene-Korner's style as it was in [5]. (Cf. [6] ; note that 
Kleene-Korner calculus is studied in the recent paper by Cleave [1].) The reader 
interested only in the logical aspects of the present paper but not in Automated 
Research should consult § 1 of [2] and § 7 of [3] for terminology. 
12. BASIC DEFINITIONS; OPEN FORMULAS 
OMFCs are functor calculi whose all models are finite, all associated functions 
are calculable (say, recursive), all functors are unary, there is only one variable 
(omitted at all occurences) and (an added condition) all operators are of a type 
< 1 , . . . , 1> (i.e. the operator binds the variable in each of the joined formulas). 
12.1. Definition. Let h ^ 1. Numbers 0 ,1 h are called regular values (Vreg = 
= {0, . . . , h}); the symbol x is the singular value. So V= Vregn{x}. We put 
0 < x < 1 (one might identify x e.g. with i ) . Fix a type <1, ..., 1> (say, 1"). A 
V-structure <M, / 1 ; ...,/„> = M of this type is quantitative if the ranges of all / ' s 
are included in {0, x , l } ; M i s a structure with complete information if a l l / ' s take 
only regular values. A structure M' » {M,gu ...,g„} with complete information 
is a completion of M= <M, / 1 , ...,/„> if, for each a, i, ft(a)eVreg implies ft(a) = 
= 9i(a). 
12.2. Remarks, (l) A partial Vreg-structure is a tuple <M, hu ..., h„> where each 
ht is a mapping whose domain is a subset of M and whose range is a subset of Vreg. 
There is an obvious one-one correspondence between V-structures and partial Vreg-
structures (<M,/<, ...,/„> corresponds to <M, hu ..., h„} iff, for each i, ft extends 
hi and /,• takes the value x on Dom (/) — Dom (h)). 
(2) A partition in M is a set p of pairwise disjoint nonempty subsets of M. A parti-
tional structure is a tuple <M, pu ..., p„> = M where p;'s are partitions in M; we 
suppose that the cardinality of each pt is <. h + 1. Let, for each i, e{ be a one-one 
mapping of p; into {0, ..., h} (enumeration). Then <M, e} = <M, pu eu ..., p„, e„> 
is an enumerated partitional structure called an enumeration of M. There is an 
obvious one-one correspondence between all enumerated partitional structures and 
all V-structures (<M, fu ..., /„> corresponds to <M, pu eu ..., p„, e„> iff/.(a) = e,(A) 
for a e A e pt and ft(a) = x for a e M — (J pt). 
(3) There is another obvious one-one correspondence between all V-structures 
and all qualitative structures <M, qu ..., q„th} of the type 1*-* such that the following 
holds for each i and each a e M : if one of qUl+ x (a) , . . . , qHh+ 1}(a) is x then all of 
them; if no member of the above sequence is x then exactly one member is 1. (Call 
such a structure a disjointed structure of the type <n; h>.) . 
12.3. Discussion. It follows from the intuitive notion of a nominal quantity (as 
a quantity whose values merely enumerate factors of an equivalence relation) that 
speaking about a x -nominal V-structure M we in fact want to speak about a partional 
structure M0 such that M corresponds to an enumeration of M0. This will influence 
the choice of our language. Note that thereoretically we could deal only with quali-
tative structures, namely with disjointed structures of the type <n; h} but practically 
we prefer V-structures e.g. for saving place in the computer's memory, (See also 12.7.) 
12.4. Definition. (1) Take functors Flt ..., Fn. We introduce a unary junctor (X) 
(called a coefficient) for each X = Vreg putting Asfm(u) = 1 iff u eX, Asf{X)(u) = 0 
iff u e Vreg — X and Asf(X)(u) = x iff u = x . 
(2) A function a : VJ' -» V is qualitative if there is a function a0 : {0, x , 1}
J -» 
-» {0, x , 1} such that a(w1; ..., uf) = a0(uu ..., uf), where 0 = 0, ~x = x and u = 1 
for u ^ 1. We say that a corresponds to a0. (Evidently, for each a0 : {0, x , 1}
J -> 
-> {0, x , 1} the corresponding operation on Vis determined uniquely.) 
(3) We introduce junctors "1, v , & by associated functions corresponding to the 
respective three-valued ass'odiated functions (see [5], [6] or [ l]) , e.g. Asfju, v) = 1 
iff u ^ 1 and t> = 1, Asf& (w, v) = 0 iff u = 0 or v = 0 and Asf&(u, v) = x other-
wise. 
(4) (Auxiliary.) For a while, call any OMFC whose language has the functors 
F j , ..., F„ and the junctors just defined an openly x-nominal OMFC. (Nothing is 
assumed on operators; we study open formulas in such OMFCs.) 
(5) Each formula of the form (X) F where F is a functor and 0 c X <= V is 
called a literal. An elementary disjunction (ED) is a disjunction of literals in which 
each functor occurs at most once; similary we define elementary conjunctions (EC). 
(6) Two open formulas (p, i// are strongly equivalent in M if ||<j9||M(a) = ||i//||jn-(a) 
for each ae M. (Denotation: cp = M i^.) 
(7) A formula is qualitative if (V M ) (Va 6 M) (||<p||M (a) e {0, x , l}). 
(8) Let q>, \p be qualitative open formulas. q> strongly implies \j/mMif ||<p||M (a) = 
= IMU (tO f ° r e a c n aeM. (Denotation: cp 2 M i//, cf. [1].) 
12.5. Remark. (1) Each non-atomic open formula is qualitative. (2) |f |M (a) = x 
iff \\(X) F\\M (a) = x for each coefficient (X). 
(3) If (p, \ji are qualitative open then q> SM^iff((p 3 M ij/ and \jj = M <p). 
12.6. Lemma. (1) ~](X) cp S M (Vw - X) <p, 
(2) (X)<P=MV({k})9 for X 4 = 0 , 
(3) {X)<patMV-\({k})9 for X + Vre9, 
(4) (X)cp v(Y)<p^M(XvY)(p, 
(5) (X)<p&(Y)<r0^M(ZnY)(p. 
Easy proofs are left to the reader. 
12.7. Discussion. Call a mapping of M into {0, x , 1} a partial subset of M. 
Let M be a V-structure and let At be the corresponding disjointed structure of the 
type <n; h>. Fet g be an openly x-nominal OMFC and let S$ be the three-valued 
observational monadic predicate calculus with n . h predicates. One easily shows 
that a partial subset of M is definable in M by an open qualitative formula of 5 iff 
it is definable in At by an open formula of ty. So theoretically one could deal with *P; 
but practically we prefer (openly) x -nominal calculi not only because of the reasons 
of 12.3 but also since we have some reasonable notions of complexity of formulas 
of 55 not preserved by the transition to corresponding formulas of ^3; in particular, 
ED's and EC's seem to be very natural open formulas (one can construct "normal 
forms" for non-atomic open formulas in the obvious way) and in 12.8 (4) we in-
troduce a natural "simpler than" relation for EC's and ED's. 
12.8. Definition. (1) An EC x = A (Xt) Ft is poorer than X = A (Y,) Ft if for each 
iel iel 
i e J w e haveX t £ Y;. K £ X means that K is a subconjunction of X. 
(2) An EC x is incompressible in M(or M-incompressible) if x is in M not strongly 
equivalent to any K0 strictly poorer than x . x is incancellable in M if x is in M not 
strongly equivalent to any x0 which is a proper subconjunction of x, x is prime in M 
if it is both incompressible and incancellable in M. 
(3) If x is A (Xd Ft then neg(K) is V (Vreg - X) Ft. 
iel iel 
(4) Let x = A (Xt) F, and X = A (Yi) I
7;- We put x <a X (x is simpler than X) if J £ J 
iel ieJ 
and for each i e / we have Xt £ Y;. 
(5) We put K< X if / £ J and for each i el we have Y£ £ X{. 
(6) All the above definitions are made analogously for ED's. 
12.9. Remark. If x, X are EC's if M is a model and x is poorer than X then K 2 M X; 
if K £ X then X =>M K. Hence if K < X then X 3 M x; analogously, if y, £ are ED's 
and y <i 8 then y =>M 5. If K -a 1 (K, X EC's) then in general neither x =>M ^ nor 
/l 2 M K. Nevertheless, we have the following 
12.10. Lemma. If K0 ^ M K and K0<IK then there is a K2 such that K0 £ K2, K2 
is poorer than K and K S M K2 . 
P roof . Let x0 be poorer than Kt £ K, K = A ( y . ) F £ , x t = A(Xi)Fh K0 = 
= A (X?) F ( (Io £ I, X? £ X,). PutX° = Z£ for i el - J0 and put K2 = A(X?) T> 
la I 
Then K0 £ x2, x2 is poorer than x; hence if ||x2||M(d) = 1 then | x | M ( a ) = 1. 
If M „ (a) = 1 then | x | M (a) = 1 and | A (Xt) Ft\\M (a) = 1, hence | l x 2 L (a) = 1. 
I-Io 
If | |K2| |M(fl)=x then | | x | M ( a ) e { x , 1}; conversely, if | K | M ( a ) = x then 
IW|w(a) = x and || A {X,) F,\\M (a) e{ x , 1}, so | x 2 | M ( f l ) = x . 
I-Io 
12.11. Corollary. For each M and each K, K is M-prime iff there is no K0 4= K such 99 
that K0-=3 K and K0 =MK. 
12.12. Lemma. (1) Each subconjuction of an M-incompressible EC is M-incompres-
sible. (2) Each M-incompressible EC K contains an M-prime subconjuction strongly 
equivalent to K. 
Proof . (1) follows immediately from 12.10; (2) is then evident. 
13. OPERATORS; IMPROVEMENT OPERATORS 
13.1. Definition. (1) Let 91 be a set of V-structures. A mapping a : 91 -> {0, x , 1} 
is qualitative if for each M = <M, / j , . . . ,/„> we have a(M) = a(<M,/ l 5 . . . , /„)) 
where ft(a) = / ; ( a ) for each a e M (cf. 12.4). 
(2) Let J5 be an openly x -nominal OMFC and let Q be an operator of g. Q is 
qualitative if its associated function is qualitative. (Evidently, such a function is 
determined by its values on qualitative models.) 
13.2. Lemma. Q is qualitative iff, for each M, \\Q(FU ..., Fn)\\M = \\Q((X) FU... 
...,(X)Fn\\M where X = Vreg-{0}. (Since <M, ||(X) Ft\\M, ..., \\(X) FB |M> is 
<M, / , , . . . , / „» . 
13.3. Definition and Remark. (1) Introduce a qualitative operator = of the type l 2 
(strong equivalence) whose associated function takes for a qualitative model M = 
= <M, / x , / 2 > value 1 if / i = f2, otherwise Asf=(M) => 0. Then, for qualitative open 
formulas <p, xj/ we have : q> ^M ij/ iff \\q> = \j/\\M = 1. 
(2) We further introduce a qualitative operator == of the type l 2 (weak equivalence) 
whose associated function takes for a qualitative model M = <M 1 / 1 , / 2> value 1 
if (Va e M) (/.(a) = 1 iff/2(a) = 1) and otherwise Asf == (M) = 0. 
(3) Evidently, an EC K is M-compressible iff there is a K0 =f= K, K0 poorer that K 
such that ||K0 = K| |M = 1. Analogously we define: K is weakly M-compressible if 
there is a K0 4= K, K0 poorer than K such that ||K0 == K| |M = 1. Caution: the negation 
of "weakly M-compressible" is "strongly M-incompressible". 
13.4. Definition. An openly x-nominal OMFC g is a x -nominal OMFC (or 
an OMFC with nominal values and incomplete information) if all operators of g 
are qualitative. 
13.5. Remark. This definition corresponds to our interest in qualitative formulas; 
Lemma 13.2 shows that every non-atomic formula (not necessarily open) is strongly 
equivalent to a qualitative formula. 
13.6. Definition. Let $ be a x -nominal OMFC. An operator Q is secured if for each 
model M of the type of Q we have: AsfQ(M) = 1 iff for each completion M' of M 
AsfQ(M') = 1, AsfQ(M) = 0 iff for each completion M' of M AsfQ(M') = 0, 
AsfQ(M) = x otherwise. 
13.7. Remark. (1) Evidently, it suffices when the above conditions are satisfied for 
all qualitative models (since Q is qualitative, g being x-nominal). Hence, the se-
mantics of a secured operator is determined by its semantics on qualitative models 
with complete information. 
(2) One often defines an operator using a real function S(M) (e.g. a statistic) 
putting for {0, 1} — models AsfQ(M) = 1 if S(M) :£ a and = 0 otherwise. If one 
uses such a definition to define a secured operator, it is advantageous to have an 
effective procedure which, given a qualitative model M produces its completion 
for which the value S(Mmax) is maximal among all S(M') for M' being a completion 
o fM. 
13.8. Discussion. The definition of a secured operator is inspired by the idea 
of a "heavenly model" (cf. [5]): we treat x as a sign for missing information; if 
(M|ji*(a) = x t n e n i° fact t n e 0 D J e c t a either has the property q> of has not; we 
only do not know what case occurs. Since the right "heavenly" completion is not 
available, wanting to be sure that a formula Q(q>u . •., q>„) is true in it we must assure 
that it is true in all the completions. A philosophical investigation of the value x 
in connection with "inexact classes" is contained in [6]. 
Non-secured operators are auxiliary from our point of view; but they can be quite 
helpful. For example, = is not secured. In this paper we shall study certain non-
secured operatos called improvement operators. We find important particular 
improvement operators in Sections 15 and 16. 
In the rest of the present section we consider an arbitrary OMFC g whose set 
of values contains 0, 1. "Tautology" means {l}-tautology etc. 
13.9. Definition. Let H be an operator of the type 1", let Of be a (finite) set of n-tuples 
of open formulas, let s be an ordering of Of such that the supremum of any two 
elements exists; finally, let < be an operator of the type l2"; <P, ¥, Q denote elements 
of Of 
(l) <̂  is a closure operator for Of and E if 0 < <& is a tautology for each $ and 
if the following rules are sound: 
(l, $<¥,¥< Q 
$ < Q 
(II) * « Q 
4> <¥,¥ < Q J 
for $ c f c f í 
(in) * « r , , * « r , for Q = 
0 <£ Q 
(2) <i satisfies modus ponens w.r.t. H, Of, £ if the following rule is sound: 
H($), $ <W . _ ,_, 
v ' for $ £ W . 
H{W) 
(3) <̂  is an improvement operator for H, Of, £ if it is a closure operator Of, £ 
and satisfies modus ponens w.r.t. H, Of, £ . 
13.10. Lemma and Definition. (1) Let <̂  be a closure operator for oj, E . Then 
for each <Pe Of and each M there is a uniquely determined W £ $ which is £-maximal 
such that |<_> <̂  W\\M = 1; put W = Reg<tM{<P). Reg<M{$) is the supremum of all 
^ g . such that ||<P < W\\M = 1. 
(2) The following holds for each <P, W: 
4> £ Reg<M{<P); <f> £ W £ Reg<M(<P) -> Rea^f) = Rea«M(<Z>) . 
P roofs are easy from the definition. 
13.11. Remark. Suppose that <oj, £ > has the following algebraic property: whenever 
<P cz W c Q then there is a !F such that <P c "*? c __, IF is an immediate successor 
of $ and W, W are incomparable. Then for $ c _2, O is the supremum of all imme-
diate successors W of <!> such that IF £ Q. In particular, Reg<M{<P) is the supremum 
of all the immediate successors W of <P such that |<J5 <4 W\\M = 1 provided there are 
any; if not , Reg<M{<P) = <P. 
13.12. Theorem. Let <? be an improvement operator for H, Of, E ; put P = 
= <F, {1}, IC} where F = {//($); <_> e 0/} and 7C is the following rule: 
H(<P) & 0 < Q 
H{W) 
f0Г Ф £ У £ ß . 
Then IC is sound and hence P is a problem; for each model M, call H{<P) M-prime 
if |tf(<3>)|M = 1 and there is no W c $ such that \\H{W)\\M = 1 and ||<F < _>|M = 1. 
Put X = {#(<£) &<P <W; H{cp) M-prime and <F = Rea<$M(<P)}. Then Xis a £-mi-
nimal solution of P in M. 
Proof . X £ 7V(M) is trivial; if | |H(0)| |M = 1 then consider the set Pra of all 
$ E Q such that \\H{<P)& <P <£ Q\\M = 1. Let <? be a E-minimal element of Prfl. 
Then #(<Z>) is M-prime and <£ £ .3 E Reg<M{$). Hence if Reg<ZM{$) = f then 
(ff(<P) &<P < W) is in X and #(£2) is an immediate consequence of H{<P) && <4 W. 
If (H($) & $ < W)e X then this formula is the only one from which H{$) immedia-
tely follows; so Xis £-minimal. 
102 13.13. Remarks. (1) Compare theorem 13.12 with [3] 9.3-9.9. One can form 
a hierarchicity statement as in 9.4: Let 
cf(H(<P)) = £ , cf(H(<P) & <2> <4 !F) = <P , 
Sent = {H($) ; $} u {#(<£) &<P <¥ ; <£<=!?}. 
Let, for Zu I2 e Sent, I1 ^R I2 iff cf(Ii) s cf(l2). Let ffbea hierarchy on Sent 
such that R s RH. Then {X n h; h e H} is a solution of the hierarchical problem 
<P, £T>. (The proof is routine; cf. [2] 5.4 and 5.9.) 
(2) Let <§! and < 2 be two improvement operators for H, Of, £ ; define problems 
Pu P2 and solutions Xu X2 as above. <̂  x is said to be stronger than <̂  2 if (<P <2V) : 
: ( $ <^i W) is a sound rule. Evidently, if < x is stronger than <^2 then card(Xt) ^ 
^ card(X2) so that X is better. 
(3) Improvement operators can be used also to improve solutions of problems 
having already a non-trivial relation of immediate consequence; one strengthens the 
relation using properties of improvement operators and diminishes the cardinality 
of solutions. An example will be considered in Section 16. 
(4) Let us mention here that various notions of minimality of a solution do not 
formalize all intuivite criteria for a solution to be good but only some of them. We 
want the solution (as the machine output e.g. in printed form) to be both as small 
as possible and as transparent as possible. Preference of a certain (sort of a) solution 
can depend also on one's taste. 
14. CLOSURE OPERATORS 
Closure operators were defined in 13.9; we shall now study some particular cases 
14.1. Definition. A qualitative operator Q of the type 1" is universally definable 
if there is a set U s {0, x , 1}" such that, for each qualitative model M = 
= <M,/ 1 , ...,/„> of the type 1" we have the following: 
AsfQ(M) = 1 iff (Va e M) « A ( a ) , . . . , / , ( » > e U), 
AsfQ(M) = 0 otherwise. 
(In words: AsfQ(M) = 1 iff ale the cards in M belong to U.) 
14.2. Remark. The set U defines a junctor i (Asft(uu ...,un) = 1 iff (uu ..., t,„> e U, 
= 0 otherwise) such that, for each M, Q(cpu ..., cp„) SMV,(<Pi>.... <p„) (V is the 
universal quantifier). We restrict ourselves to universally definable closure operators. 
14.3. Definition. If <g is a closure operator (for Of, s ) and if <̂  is universally de-
fined by U then U is called a closure set (for Of, s ) . 
14.4. Definition. (1) A pseudoliteral is a formula of the form (X) F where 103 
X cz Vreg(X = 0 is not excluded). Pseudoelementary conjunctions and disjunctions 
(psEC, psED) are defined from pseudoliterals as EC's and ED's from literals. 
(2) The orderings -=a, < are extended in the obvious manner to psECs and psED's. 
14.5. Lemma. If K = A (Xt) Ft and X = A (Yt) Ft are psECs then, in the sense 
i J 
of < , the supremum of K, X is A (zd Ft where Z ; = Xt n Y; for iel n J, Zt = Xt 
IuJ 
for iel — J and Zt = Y;. for i e J — / ; for each M, sup (K, X) = M K & A. 
14.6. Theorem. (1) The strong equivalence operator = is a universally definable 
closure operator for psACs and < . 
(2) If K is a psEC then Reg~M(K) is M-incompressible. 
(3) If K is an EC satisfiable in M (i.e. (3a e M) (||K||M(a) = 1) then Reg^M(K) 
is an EC (no coefficient is empty). 
(4) The weak equivalence operator — is a universally definable closure operator 
for psECs and < . 
(5) If K is a psEC then Reg—M(K) is strongly M-incompressible (i.e. not weakly 
M-compressible). 
(6) If K is an EC satisfiable in M then Reg—M(K) is an E C 
Proof . (1) It follows from the definition using 14.5 that is a closure operator 
for psECs and < (observe that K < X implies ||K||M(a) ^ | | l | |M (a) for each M 
and each as M. Clearly, = is universally defined by U = {<0, 0>, < x , x >, <1, 1>}. 
(2) Let Reg=^M(K) be K1 & (X)F and suppose \\KX &(X)F = K1&(X0) F\\M = 1 
for some X0 = X. Then, since ||K =^K 1 &(A") F\M = 1, we have | |K==KX &(X0) F\\M = 
= 1, hence K1&(X0)F < Kt&(X)F by the properties of Reg. Consequently, 
X = X0. 
(3) Suppose Reg=M(V) to be Kj & (0) F and let | |K| |M(a)= 1. Then either 
| | F | | M ( a ) e { 0 , l } , | (0)E | |M (a) = O and | K l &(0)F | | M (a ) - 0 or | |E | |M(a) = x 
and || Kt & (0) F | M (a) = x ; in either case we arrive at a contradiction with K ^ M 
S M Reg= M (K) . 
Proofs of (4) — (6) are similar. 
14.7. Corollary. For each psEC K and each M, (l) there is a uniquely determined 
psEC K0 poorer than K, M-incompressible and such that K0 = M K; 
(2) there is a uniquely determined psEC Kt poorer than K, strongly M-incompres-
sible and such that ||K0 — K||M = 1. (The last fact could be denoted by K0 a M K 
if you like.) 
Proof . (1) Take the subconjuction K0 of Reg == M(/c) containing exactly the same 
functors as K; then K0 is poorer than K (since K < Reg==M(;c)), K0 is M-incompres-
sible by 12.12 and K = MReg==M('c) 2 M K 0 ^MK, hence K =MK0. The uniquennes is 
obvious (e.g. by 14.5). 
104 14.8. Remark and Definition. In the sequel, we shall be interested in closure 
operators for sets of pairs of open formulas, in particular, in the set CC of pairs 
<K, X} of psECs and in the set CD of pairs <K, <5> where K is a psEC and <5 is a psED. 
(We could consider also DC and DD in the obvious meaning and way.) We define < 
for elements of CC as the "product" ordering: <K, X} < <K, 1} if K < K and X < 1. 
Similarly, <K, <5> ( < o ) <K, <5> if K < K and <5 <i <5. 
By a CC-closure set we mean a closure set U for CC and < satisfying the following 
additional condition: <u, v, u,v} eU implies u >r u, v >: v for each u, v, u, v. 
A CC-closure operator is an operator defined universally by a CC-closure set. (The 
condition is natural since having a closure operator <| for CC and < we are in-
terested only in values ||(K, X) <g (K, X)\\M for <K, X} < <K, I>; but then, for each 
a e M, we have | K | M (a) >: | ic |M (a) and ||A||M (a) >: | I | ] M (a). Similarly for a CD-
closure set (operator). The following lemma shows that the theory of CD-closure 
sets reduces completely to the theory of CC-closure sets (cf. 14.10): 
14.9. Lemma Let <|, <g * be two operators of the type 1" and let [(K, <5) <§ * (K, I)] ^ M 
= M [(K, neg(<5)) <̂  (K, neg(I))] for each model M and any EC's K < K and ED's 
<5 o <5. Then < is a CC-closure operator iff <! * is a CD-closure operator. 
Evident; note that <5 <i <5 iff neg(S) < neg(S). 
14.10. Corollary. For each <M, t>, M, V} e {0, x , l } 4 , let W(<M, U, M, U » = 
= <M, iv, u, 1v} (where, of course, ~ll = 0, _ l x = x , ~ l 0 = l ) . Let U c 
£ {0, x , l } 4 . Then U is a CC-closure set iff N"U is a CD-closure set. 
14.11. Remark and Definition, (l) Note that if ~ is an operator of the type l2 , 
it is not true that improvement operators for ~ , CC and < reduce to improvement 
operators for ~ , CD and ( < <i)! See Section 16. 
(2) We shall find reasonable necessary and sufficient conditions for a set U £ 
£ {0, x , l } 4 to be a CC-closure set. We shall deal with U as with a binary relation 
on{0, x , l } 2 . 
(3) >: c c is the following ordering of {0, x , l }
2 . <M, V} ^ C C (U, V} iff M ^ M 
and v <. v. 
(4) If M = <M1; H2> and v = (vu v2} then u&v = <Mj & vu u2 & v2}. 
14.12. Lemma. A set U s {0, x , 1} is a closure set iff the following holds for each 
u, v, w e {0, x , l } 2 : 
(I) uUu ; 
(II) MUt; implies u >:cc v ; 
(III) uUv and M U w implies MUw ; 
(III) uUv and MUw implies MUw ; 
(IV) MUw and M>: c c t ;> ; c c w implies uUv, vUw; 
(V) uUv and MUw implies uUv&w. 
Obvious from the definition 13.9 and 14.9 (of a closure operator and a closure set). 
14.13. Theorem. A set U £ {0, x , l } 4 is a CC-closure set iff there is an equival-
ence E on {0, x , l } 2 such that 
(i) u =E w and u ^ c c v Si c c w implies u =Ev = £ w ; 
(ii) u =Ev implies u =Eu&v =E w ; 
(iii) uUv iff u^ccv and u =Ev. 
Proof . (1) Consider U as a graph on {0, x , l } 2 and let u =Ev mean that u and v 
are in the same component of U. Suppose U to be a CC-closure set. We prove (iii). 
If uUv then u ^ c c f by (II) and evidently u = E v; to prove the converse suppose 
we have a chain u0, ..., u„ such that, for each i, either u ;Uu ; + 1 or u ; + 1UM; (i.e. u0 
and u„ are in the same component). We prove M0U(u0&u ;) for i = 1, ...,n. This 
is obvious for i = 1 by (I). Let the statement hold for some i and consider i + 1. 
If u; ^ c c u ; + 1 thenM;UM;+1 hence M ;U(M0&u ;&u i + 1) by(V), hence u;U(M0 & M ; + 1 ) 
and M 0&u ;Uu 0&M i + 1 by (IV). Then u0U(u0&ui+1) by (III) and M;+1U(u0 & Mi+1) 
by (IV) (fromw ;U(w0&u ;+1)).Onthe other hand, if M ; + 1 ^ C C M; then u;+1UM;UM0&/i;; 
hence u ; + 1 U u 0 & u ; ; furthermore, M ; + 1 ̂ c c u 0 & w i + 1 2 ; c c u0 & u;, which implies 
u ; + 1 U (u 0 &u ; + 1 )by ( lV) . Similarly, u0U(u0 & u;) and u0 ^ c c u 0 & u ; + 1 S : C C M 0 & M ; 
implies u0U(u0 & u ; + 1) by (IV). This proves (iii), since if u = w0, v = un and M :gCc " 
then uUv (v = u& v). 
We prove (i). Let u =Ew and M ^ C C U ^ C C W. By (iii), ut/w; hence uUvUw by 
(TV) and hence u =Ev =E w. We prove (ii), Let u =Ev, u = u0, v = u„, M0, ..., un 
as above. Then it follows u0U(u0 & M;) as above; we obtain uU(u & v) and uUfu & u). 
This completes the proof if the implication -»in the theorem. 
(2) Suppose now that (i) —(iii) are satisfied; we prove that U is a closure set. 
We verify (I) —(V). (I) and (II) are evident from (iii). (Ill) follows from (iii) using 
transitivity of E and of 5: c c . (IV) follows by (i) and (V) follows by (I). This completes 
the proof. 
14.14. Examples. The previous theorem enables us to represent a closure set as an 
appropriate decomposition of {0, x , l } 2 . The set {0, x , l } 2 is represented as a square 
matrix where the first row (column) corresponds to the value 1, the second to the 
value x and the third to the value 0. Thick lines define subsets of {0, x , l } 2 that 
form the decomposition. The conditions that must be satisfied are (i) and (ii) of 
14.13: (iii) defines U. 
(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
Comments: (a) u ==£ v iff u = v; 
(b) u =E v iff ux & u2 = t>x & Pj (w = <«i, u2)>
 u = <ui> ^2)); 
(c) M = E v iff (w = <1, 1> is equivalent to » = <1, 1 » ; 
(d) u =E v iff(whenever u or v are in {<1, 1>, < x , 1>, <1, x >} then u = v). 
(e) This equivalence does not determine a CC-closure set since (i) is violated: 
<1, x> = £ < x , 0 , > , <1, x> ^ C C <1 ,0> ^ c c < x , 0 > but not <1, x > = E <1, 0>. 
(f) Here (ii) is violated: < x , 0> =E <0, x >, < x , 0> & <0, x > = <0, 0> but not 
< X , 0 > E E £ < 0 , 0 > . 
14.15. Remark. (1) We shall meet some of the above examples in Sections 15 and 16. 
(2) We are interested in EC's; we are dealing with psECs since they are closed 
under supremum (w.r.t. < ) . Having a CC-closure operator, two questions arise: 
(i) If <K, X} is a pair of EC's, is Reg <M(K, X) = <K, 1> a pair of EC's? 
(ii) Is K, I a pair of incompressible conjunctions? Is K & 1 incompressible? The 
following theorems give some information. 
14.16. Theorem. Let U be a CC-closure set defining a CC-closure operator^. 
The following are equivalent: 
(i) <1, 1, u, v} € U implies <u, u> = <1, 1>; 
(ii) For each M such that (3a 6 M) (\\K & X\\M (a) = 1 (K, X are EC), Reg4M(K, X) 
is a pair of EC's. 
P roof . Suppose (i). Let \(K, X) < (K&(X)F,X\M = I and flic&A||M(a) = 1. 
We want to show that X = 0 is impossible. Suppose X = 0. Then \\K & (0) F\\M (a) e 
6 { 0 , x } , hence <||/c||M(a), ||AflM (a), | | K & ( 0 ) F [ | M (a), \\X\\M (a)} $ U, a contradic-
tion. 
Suppose non (i). Then either <1, 1, 1, x > e U or <1, 1, x , l > e U ; suppose 
<1, 1,1, x > 6 U. Let F be a functor not in K & X and let M be a model in which, 
for each object a, \\K\\M (a) = ||A||M(a) = 1 and ||E | |M(a) = x . Then \\(K, X) <§ 
<g (K & (0) F, X)\\M = 1, hence Reg<tM(K, X) is not a pair of EC's. 
14.17. Theorem. (1) If <g is a CC-closure operator and if <K, X) is a pair of psECs 
then for each M, Reg<tM(K, X) is a pair of M-incompressible psECs. 
(2) Let < be universally defined by a CC-closure set U. The following are equi-
valent: 
(i) <1, 0, 0, 0>, <0, 1, 0, 0> e U (and hence all pairs containing at least one 0 are 
equivalent in the equivalence E of 14.13). 
(ii) For each M and each pair <K, X) of psC's, if we put Reg<tM(K, X) = K, A> 
then K & A is M-incompressible. 
Proof . (1) follows from 14.7. 
(2) Suppose (i). It suffices to verify the following: If ||(K, X) <t (K & (X) F, X)\\M = 1 
and | | K & A & ( Z ) F = K & A & ( X 0 ) F | | M = 1 for and X0 £ X then ||(K, A) <̂  
<g ( K & ( X 0 ) F , A ) | | M = 1 (and similarly for K,X8C(X)F). Indeed, if for an object 
a the value of K & A & (X) F is 1 then the value of K & A & (X0) F is also 1 and hence 
\\(X0) F | M ( a ) = \\(X) F | |M (a) = 1; hence the quadruple <M, v, U, V) of values 
of K, X,K8C (X) F, X equals to the quadruple <u, v, u, v) of values of K, A, K & (X0) F, 
X and so the latter one is in U. If the value of K & A & (X) F is x then either | |F| |M (a) = 
= x and hence | ( Z ) F | M ( a ) = \\(X0)F\\M(a) = x or | (Z)FflM(a) = 1 and then 
||0-o) F\\M (a) = l w h i c n follows from K & 1 & ( J C ) F ^ M K & A & (X0) F. If 
|K&A&(X)F | | M ( a ) = 0 then \\(X0) F\\M(a) can be different from | | (Z)F|M(a) 
and we still have K8CX8C (X) F S M K & A & (X0) F. But in the present case we have 
(w = 0 or v = 0 and (« = 0) or v = 0), hence <«, v) = E <w, 0>; furthermore, 
<M, i3> ^ c c <w, u>, hence <i7, v) U(u, 0>, which together with <w, u> U<i7, v) yields 
<«, u, u, v) e U. 
Suppose not (i) and let e.g. <1, 0> ^E <0, 0>. Let M, K, X, X0 c X be such that 
for each a, \\K\\M(a) = \\(X) F\\M(a) = 1, \\X\\M (a) = |(X0) F | |M(a) = 0. Then 
| (K, A) <(K8C (X) F, X)\\M = 1, \\(K, X)<(K8C (X0) F, A)| |M = 0 , K & X(X) F & M 
S M K & X & (X0) F. Hence if <K, A> = Reg <^M(K, A) then K & A is M-compressible. 
14.18. Theorem. If both 14.16 (i) and (14.17 (i) holds and if K & A is an EC then 
for Reg <tM(ic, X) = <K, I> we have: K & A is an EC (in the following sense: whenever 
(X) F occurs in ic and (Y) F occurs in A then X = Y; all coefficients are non-empty). 
Proof . The fact that all coefficients are non-empty follows by 14.16 If 
!|(K, A) <<; (K&(X) F,X8c(Y)F)||M = 1 observe that (K8CX8C(X)F)8C(Y)F ^M 
S M (K8CX8C (X) F)8c(X n Y) F so that, by the proof of 14.17, we have \\(K, X) < 
< (K & (X) F, A & (X n Y) F | M = 1. Similarly we obtain ||(K. X) <(K8C(X n Y) F, 
X8c(XnY)F)\\M=l. 
14.19. Definition. Let U be an CC-closure set defining a closure operator < .̂ 
Define 
\Ant(<pu q>2, i//\\M = ||(<pi, <p2) <t (<pt & (A, (/>2)||M , 
\\Suc(<pu (p2, rj/\\M = \\(<Pu 9i) < (<Pi & i/0||M for each M . 
(Hence Ant and Sue are operators of the type l 3 called the antecedent operator and 
the succedent operator corresponding to <^). 
14.20. Theorem. If <?| is a CC- closure operator and if K, X are psEC's then 
Reg <§M(K, X) = <K, I> where K is the conjunction of all pseudoliterals (X) F such that 
(X) is the smallest coefficient of all pseudoliterals (Z) such that |Arcf(/c, X, (Z) F\M = 1 
and I is the conjunction of all pseudoliterals (X) F such that (X) is the smallest 
coefficient (Z) such that \\SUC(K, X,(Z)F\\M = 1. 
Proof . Put Reg<^M(K,Xi) = <K, 1} and let K, 1 be defined as in the theorem. 
Evidently, \\(K, X) <4 (K, X)\M = 1, hence K <K and I < 1. On the other hand, let 
(X)F be a literal from K; then ||Ani(K, X,(X) F\M = 1 by the definition of Ant. 
Suppose that there is a n X 0 c X such that \\Ant(K, X, (X0) F\\M = 1. Then obviously 
\\(K,X) < (K((X0)FJ(X)F),X)\\M = 1 (K( . . . ) results from K by replacing (X) F by 
(X0)F) and K((X 0 ) F\(X) F) £ M K, which contradicts to <K, A> = Reg<M(K, X). 
Hence (X) is the smallest coefficient (Z) such that ||Anf(K, X, (Z) F\M = 1 and (X) F 
is in K. We have proved K = K (the proof of I = X is similar). 
14.21. Remark. The last theorem shows that one can find Reg<tM(K, X) quickly; 
one has to consider separate pseudoliterals and not all pairs <K, X} such that <K, 2> < 
< <K, xy. 
14.22. Theorem. Let both 14.16 (i) and 14.17 (i) hold. The following are equivalent: 
(i) (u, v, u, v} eU implies u & v = ii & v 
( hence - ' ' ' is sound ) . 
V K&X^K&X J 
(ii) If K & X is M-incompressible and <K, 1> = Reg<M(K, X) then K & X £ K& X 
(subconjunction). 
Proof . Suppose (i) We have K& ^MK&X and K&XSK&X. Let K0&X0 
be the subconjunction of K & I having the same functors as K & X. Then obviously 
K&X ^MK0&X0 and K0&X0 is poorer than K&X, so K0&X0 equals to K&X, 
since K&X is incompressible. 
Suppose not (i). Consider e.g. the case < x , 1, 0, 1> e U (other cases similarly). 
Consider a {0, 1, 2, x } — model of the type l 3 with two objects given by the follow-
ing table. Put K = (1, 2) F & (1) G, ic = 1(1) F & (1) G, X = (1) H. 
F G н (X)F (JГ-)-* к к X 
2 X ' 1 1 0 X 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Clearly, K is M-incompressible, K is strictly poorer than K, and ||(K, A) <| (K, 
= 1. 
15. ASSOCIATIONAL OPERATORS 
In the present section we are going to study secured (a fortiori, qualitative) opera-
tors of the type I2 that for {0, l}-models mean: coincidence of the two properties 
predominates over difference. It should be clear that this meaning can be made 
precise in many ways, both statistical and non-statistical. 
15.1. Definition. (1) If M is a {0, l}-model then aM, bM, cM, dM denote the cardinality 
of the set of objects having the card <1, 1>, <1, 0>, <0, 1>, <0, 0> respectively. (As 
usual, the card of an object a e M in M = < M , / l 5 / 2 > is </ t (a),/2(a)>. We put 
QM = <aM, bM, cM, dM). 
(2) In the sequel saying "quadruple" we mean a quadruple of natural numbers 
whose sum is positive (so that for such a quadruple <a, b, c, d} there is an M such 
tha t a = aM, ..., d = dM. 
15.2. Definition. (1) A quadruple qx = <a1; bu cls dx} is a-better than q2 = 
= <a2, b2, c2, d2y if aj + bt + ct + dt = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 and at = a2, 
bt g b2, cx :g c2, dj — d2. 
(2) A secured operator ~ of the type l 2 is associational if the following holds 
for any {0, l}-models Mx, M2 of the type l
2 : If Asf^(Mt) = 1 and if qMl is a-better 
than qMi then Asf~(M2) = 1. 
15.3. Examples of associational operators: (1) the "relatively more" operator 
of [3] 8.9: Asf„(M) = 1 iff aMdM > bMcM. 
(2) The Fisher operator (see [5] p. 430-431): Asf„a(M) = 1 iff aMdM > bMcM 
and ^!(aM, bM, cM dM) ^ a where A is the Fisher statistic. 
(3) The / -operator : Asfx
2(M) = 1 iff aMdM > bMcM and [(aMdM - bMcM)
2] : 
• [ ( % + bM) (aM + cM) (bM + dM) (cM + dM)] = xl (see e.g. [7]). 
15.4. Definition. (1) A {0, l}-model M2 is a-better than a {0, l}-model Mx if 
qM2 is a-better than qMi. 
(2) A {0, x , l}-model M2 is a-better than a {0, x , l}-model Mt if for each 
completion A^ of M2 there is a completion A^ of M2 there is a completion N% of Mt 
such that N2 is a-better than Nt. 
(3) Mx is a-equivalent to M2 if Mx is a-better than M2 and vice versa. 
15.5. Remark. Evidently, both definitions of "a-better" coincide for {0, l}-models. 
The "a-better" relation is reflexive and transitive, hence a quasiordering; a-equi-
valence is the canonical equivalence given by the "a-better" quasiordering. (cf. [2] 
3.6). 
15.6. Lemma (1) Let Mu M2 be qualitative models (i.e. {0, x , l}-modeIs) of the type 
l 2 and let ~ be an associational operator. If M2 is a-better than M1 and if Asf„(Mt) = 
= 1 then Asf„(M2) = 1. 
(2) If M 2 is not a-better than Mx then one can define an associational operator ~ 
such that Asf^(M,) = 1 but Asf„(M2) * 1. 
Proof , (l) Note that the assertion is obvious if Mu M2 have complete information 
( = are {0, l}-models). If N2 is a completion of M 2 then there is a completion A
r
1 
of Mx such that N2 is a-better than Nu Since Asf~(Mx) = 1 and ~ is secured we 
have Asf^(Nt) = 1; since ~ is associational and Nt is a {0, l}-model we have 
Asf(N2) = 1. Since N2 was an arbitrary completion of M 2 we have Asf„(M2) = 1. 
(2) First suppose that Mu M2 have complete information. Then put for each 
{0, l}-model M Asf„(M) ~ 1 iff qM is a-better than qMl. By the transitivity of 
"a-better", this is an associational operator; Asf^(Mt) = 1 and Asf„(M2) = 0. In the 
general case there exists a completion N2 of M 2 such that for no completion N± ofMu 
N2 is a-better than Nu Put for each {0, l}-model M, Asf„(M) = 1 iff there is a com-
pletion Nx of M t such that Mis a-better than Nu Then Asf„(Mt) = 1 by securedness 
but Asf„(M2) 4= 1 since AsLjjV2) = 0. 
15.7. Definition. If M = <M, Fuf2} is a qualitative model, if A s M and if 
« = <u1, u2> e {0, x , l }
2 then M(A : «) is the model <M, gu g2} where a,(a) = 
= ft(a) for a $ A and gt(a) = w,- for a e A (cards of elements of A are changed to be 
K). In particular, if a e M then M(a : u) means M({a] : u) and if v e {0, x , l } 2 
then M(v : u) means M(A : u) for A = {ae M; the card of a is »}. 
15.8. Remark, (l) If ax =j= a2 then M(al : u) (a2 : v) = M(a2 :v)(al : u). 
(2) If A = {a l5 ..., a„} then M(A : «) = M(a, :u)...(an: u). 
15.9. Definition. Let u, v e {0, x , l } 2 . v is a-better than «(» SjaJ)«) if for each 
qualitative model M of the type l 2 and each a e M we have the following: If the 
card of a is « then M(a : v) is a-better than M. 
15.10. Remark (l) Evidently ^ab is a quasiordering. 
(2) An alternative definition reads as follows: « ^ab u iff for each qualitative M 
of the type l 2 and each a e M we have: if the card of a is « the M is a-better than 
M(a : u). 
15.11. Theorem. The quasiordering ^ab is completely described by the following 
conditions: 
(a) <1,0> = a 6 < l , x> = a 6 < x , 0 > ; <0, 1> = a b < x , 1> =ab <0, x > . 
(b) < x , x > < a i , < 0 , 1>, < x x > < a 6 < l , 0 > , < l , 0 > < a 6 < l , l > , 
< l , 0 > < a i , < 0 , 0 > , <0, l > < a 6 < l , l > , <0, 1> < a 6 < 0 , 0 > . 
(c) { < ! , ! > , <0, 0>} and {<1, 0> , <0, 1>} are incomparable pairs. 
We visualize S;at, in the following diagram where a dashed line means equivalence 
and a dashed line together with a thick line means that the transition from the side 




P r o o f . K(a) denotes the card of a in an arbitrary fixed model M of the type l 2 . 
(a) Let X(a) = <1, x> and consider M' = M(a : <1, 0>). Each completion 
of M ' is a completion of M, hence M ' is a-better than M. Conversely, if At is a comple­
tion of M then the card of a in At is either <1, 0> or <0, 1>. In the former case N is 
a completion of M'; in the latter case N' = N(a : <1, 0 » is a completion of M' and 
A is a-better than A'. Remaining cases are treated similarly. 
(c) Let K(a) = <1, 1> in a {0, l}-model M, put A = M (a : <0, 0 » . Then qN = 
= aM — 1, bM, cM, dM + 1> so that neither qM is a-better than qN nor qN is a-better 
than qM. This shows that <1, 1>, <0, 0> are incomparable. 
(b) Evidently, <1, 1> ^ab <1, 0>. To prove that <1, 0> ^ab <1,1> does not hold, 
it suffices to take a {0, 1}-model M of the type l 2 with at least one card <1, 0> = 
= K(a) and observe that for A = M(a : <1, 1> qM is not a-better than qN. 
If K(a) = < x , x > then for any u each completion of M(a : u) is a completion 
of M, hence M(a : u) is a-better that M. To prove that e.g. < x , x > 2:a(, <1, 1> does 
not hold suppose that K(a) = < x , x > in a model M 0 and suppose that all other 
cards of M 0 are in {0, l }
2 . Put M = M0(a : <1, 1 » and At = M(a : <0, 0 » . We 
showed in (c) that neither M is a-better than A not A is a-better than M. This shows 
that < x , x > is not a-better than <1,1>. All remaining cases are treated similarly. 
15.12. Theorem. There are four c -maximal CC-closure sets such that the corres­
ponding closure operator <̂  has the following property: For each associational 
operator ~ , <̂  is an improvement operator for ~ , CC and <. They are defined by 
the following tables (i)-(iv): 
0) (ü) (iü) (iv) 
All of them satisfy 14.16 (i); but only the first one satisfies 14.17 (i). (Hence we 
prefer the first operator, cf. 14.18.) 
I * 2 Proof . Consider the table in 15.9 and recall that we are interested only in quadrup­
les <«, i>> where u ^ c c v. Since U has to define an improvement operator, <a, i>> e U 
must imply u ~2:ab v (cf. 15.6 (2)). Consequently, the following quadruples must not 
be in U : <1, 1, 1, x >, <1, 1, x , 1>, <1, x , x , x >, < x , 1, x , x > (see table (v)). 
(v) 
The tables (i) — (iv) show four possible maximal equivalence relations in which none 
of the above quadruples is a pair ofequivalent pairs. Cf. 14.13. 
15.13. Definition. <g° means the closure operator defined by the table (i) of 15.2. 
15.14. Theorem. Let \\Anf(K, X, K')\\M = \\(K, X) <
a (K & K', X)\\M and analogously 
for Sue" (cf. 14.19). Then (1) Anf is universally defined by the set 
UaA = {<«, v, uy e {0, x , l }
3 ; [(<«, t>> -» <1 1> v <«,»> = <1, x » -> u = 1] & 
&[<«,u> = < x , l > - > f f e { l , x}]} . 
(2) Sue" is universally defined by the set 
Uas = {<«, v, vy e {0, x , l }
3 ; [«w, »> = <1,1> v <u, t>> -» < x , 1> -» v = l ] & 
&[<M,i,> = <l, x > - * » e { l , x } ] } . 
Proof . In the following table we list all possible tuples of values of K, X, K & K' 
such that the quadruple of values of K, X, K & K', X is in U; the fourth line contains 
the corresponding possible values of K'. " a r b " means arbitrary. 
K 1 1 x X 0 arb 
X 1 x 1 X arb 0 
к&к' 1 1 x ѓx 0 šllк 
к' 1 1 1, X arb arb arb 
15.15. Theorem. Let K, X be psECs and let M b e a model, (l) (a) There is an X 
such that \\Anf (K, X, (X) F)\\M = 1 iff there is no object aeM such that [«'c[ |M(a), 
| |A|M (c)> is <1, 1> or <1, x » and | F | | M (a) = x ] . 
(b) Suppose the last condition holds; call a u e {0, x , l } 2 critical if u e {<1, 1>, 
<1, x>, < x , l > } . The least X such that \\Anf(K, X, (X) F\\M = 1 is X = { | | E | M ( a ) ; 
< | K | | M (o)» | W I M ( « ) > critical and \\F\\M(a)eVreg}. 
(2) (a) There is an X such that \\SUC"(K, X, (X) F\\M = 1 iff there is no object aeM 113 
such that [ « | | K | | M (a), \\X\\M (a)} is <1, 1> or < x , 1> and ||E||M (a) = x ] . 
(b) If the last condition holds then the least X such that \\SUC"(K, X), (X) F\M = 1 
is the X defined in (1) (b) above. 
Proof . Use the table for Ant" in 15.14. For each aeM put ua = j|K||M(a), 
va = mint (a)>fa
 = ||-F||M (a)- If there is an object with <ua, va} = <1, 1> or <1, x > 
and fa = x then, for any X, <ua, va, \(X) E||M(a)> £ UA and hence \\Ant
a(K, X, 
(X) F\M = 0. If there is no such a take the coefficient defined in (l) (b); we show 
\\Ant"(K, X, (X) F\M = 1. Let aeM. If <wa, t>a> is not critical nothing is to prove. 
If <ua, »„> is <1, 1> or <1, x> then faeVreg, hence faeX and \\(X)F\\M(a) = 1 
hence <ua, va, \(X) F\\M (a)} e UA. If (,ua, va} is < x , l > then either fa e Vreg and 
\\(X) F\\M (a) = 1 (as above) or fa = x , hence \(X) F\M (a) = x and <ua, va, 
\(X)F\\M(a)yeU
a
A. Hence \\Anf(K, X, (X) F\M = 1. It remains to show that X 
is minimal. Let j e X — Yand let a be such that <«a, vay is critical and / a = j . Then 
IKY) F\\„ (a) = 0 and <ua, va, 0> £ U
a
A; hence \\Ant
a(K, X, (Y) F\\M = 0. 
15.16. Remark. The last theorem yields an effective algorithm for finding 
Reg<"M(K,X) (cf. 14.20). Caution: it may happen that the only X such that 
||AfU°(K, X, (X) F)\M = 1 is X = Vreg; then (X) F is not a pseudoliteral and is not 
put into K (where Reg<£M(K, X) = <K, I » . 
15.17. Discussion. We discuss the relation of the above results to GUHA-problems 
and their solutions. 
(i) Recall the general theory of improvement operators (13.9—13.13). Here we 
have an arbitrary associational operator ~ , the set CC of pairs of psECs and the 
ordering <. Call ~ a strict associational operator if, for each M, K, X \\K ~ A||M = 1 
implies (3a e M) ( | K & - A | M (a) = 1). (E.g. the Fisher's operator etc.) If ~ is strict 
then whenever <K, A> e CC and ||K ~ A|M = 1 then Reg<M(K, X) is a pair of EC's 
(not only psECs); denoting it by <K, 1} we have ||K ~ X\\M = 1. Hence suppose ~ 
to be strict. We have the problem P = <CC, {1},7C> where IC is the following 
rule: 
( K ~ A ) & ( K , A H ( K , j ) ( < ; C j A > < ( _ 1} < ^ 
K ~ I 
Recall that K ~ X is M-prime if {K, X} is the <-smallest pair <K', A'> such that 
1 ( K ' ~ A ' ) & ( K ' , A ' H ( K , A ) | | M = 1 . 
We know that XM = {(K ~ X) & (K, A) <̂  (K, I); (K ~ X) is M-prime and <K, A> = 
= Reg<^M(ic, X)} is a solution of P in M. Reg<M(K, A) is found using 15.15 and 
14.20. 
(ii) Note the following fact concerning the present solution: If we want XM to 
determine a solution of a hierarchical problem <P, /7> then, by 13.13, we must 
request R = RH where R is the ordering described in 13.13. This means that the 
formula K ~ X should be tested earlier than any k ~ 1 with <K, Xy < <K, I>. In 
particular, if K, X and k, X contain the same functors but the coefficients in K, X are 
supersets of the corresponding coefficients in K, 1 then K ~ X is to be tested earlier. 
This is not in accordance with the natural syntactic "simpler-than" relation o between 
EC's (cf. 12.8 (4)). We can ignore this fact when Vreg is small (e.g. has four elements); 
in particular, if Vreg = {0, 1} then everything is all right and < reduces to c . On the 
other hand, if Vreg is big (e.g. has twenty elements) then one is forced to make some 
restrictions on the cardinality of coefficients. We are led to the following 
15.18. Definition and Theorem. Let 1 <, k <. card(Vreg) and put Fk = 
= {K ~ X; <K, Xy e CC and all coefficients in K and X have cardinality at most 
k}, Pk = Fk, {1}, ICy. Define K ~ X to be M - Fk-prime if (K ~ X) e Fk, \\K ~ X\\M = 
= 1 and there is no <K0A0> < <K, Xy, <K0/10> + <K, Xy such that (K0 ~ X0)eFk, 
\Ko ~ X0\\M = 1
 a n d \KK> X0) < (
K> X)\\M = 1-
 L e t Reg<aMA(K,X) = <K, Xy result 
from Reg<t"M(K, X) = <K, !> by omitting in K and X all literals with coefficiens of car-
dinality bigger than k. Put XM = {(K ~ A) & (K, 2) <? <K, 1>; (K ~ A) M - Fk-prime 
and <K, I> = Reg<t"Mk(K, X)}. Then .Yjj, is a ^-minimal solution of Pk in M. 
The proof is left to the reader as an exercise. 
To close the present section, we discuss the possibility of applying 14.22, using 
a weaker improvement operator and restricting one's interest to formulas K ~ X 
such that \\K ~ X\\M = 1 and K & X is M-incompressible. 
15.19. Theorem and Definition. There is a uniquely determined CC-closure set 
satisfying 14.16 (i), 14.17 (i) and 14.22 (i) and such that the corresponding operator 
is an improvement operator for each associational operator ~ , for CC and <. It 
is given by the following table: 
This operator will be denoted by <tb. 
(2) Introduce Antb and Sue* with the usual meaning; then Antb is universally 
defined by 
Ub = {{u,v, «>;[(« = l & u e { l , x})-^ u = 1] & [(M = x &ve{l, x } ) - * 
- c e { l . x } ] } . 
Such is universally defined by 
U* = {<H, v, tl>; [(v = 1 & M e {1, x}) ^ £ -» 1] & [(v = x & u = {1, x }) -> 
- 5 e { l , x } ] } . 
(3) Theorem 15.15 holds for the present operator <4b with the following change: 
critical pairs are <1, 1>, <1, x>, < x , 1>, and < x , x>. 
15.20. Discussion. Let ~ be a strict associational operator. Put 
,c, _ ( M i a y j i j . <K, ;> = <„, j> = < _ , , > 
[ (K ~ X) & 7«C(K & X) 
F* = {(K ~ X) & 7nc(K & 1); <K, 2> e CC} 
(Inc(K) is a formula such that ||lnc(fc)|M = 1 iff K is M-incompressible, P* = 
- <r*, {1},IC*>, 
X* = {(K ~ 2) & rnc(K & 2) & (K, 2) ^ 6 (K, 1);(K~ X) 
M-prime, K & A M-incompressible, <K, 1> = Reg<^M(K, A)}. 
Then, by 15.19 and 14.22, IC* is a sound rule (see also 12.12 (1) and 14.17) and 
XM is a solution of P* in M. Put (K ~ X) ^Q(K ~ X) iff <K, 2> = <K, I>; then XM 
determines a solution of a hierachical problem <P*, / /> whenever Q £ RH. (Hence 
one can go through CC e.g. in the order o and obtain a hierarchical solution.) Recall 
that 15.19 (3) gives an effective algorithm for finding Reg<tM(K, X). Caution: The 
intuitive adequacy of the restriction to relevance declared by F* (in particular, to M-
incompressible conjunctions) remains to be investigated. 
16. IMPLICATION OPERATORS 
We shall study some particular associational operators called implicational 
operators; they have some properties of the operator of logical implication (inclusion). 
16.1. Definition, (l) A quadruple q2 = <a2, b2, c2, d2} is i-better than qt = 
= <ax, bx, clt dxy if aj + bx + cl + dx = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2, a2 >, ax, b2 = bx. 
(2) q2 = <a2» b2, c2, d2} is si-better than qx = <a l5 bx, cx, dx} iff ax + bx + 
+ cx + dx = a2 + b2 + c2 + d2 and a2bi >, axb2. 
16.2. Definition. (1) A secured operator ~ of the type l 2 is implicational if the 
following holds for any {0, l}-models Mx, M2 of the type l
2 : whenever Asf^(Mi) = 1 
and qMl is i-better than qMl then Asf„(M2) = 1. 
(2) ~ is strictly implicational if the following holds for any {0, l}-models Mx, 
M2 of the type l
2 : whenever Asf„(Mx) = 1 and qMl is si-better than qMl then 
Asf„(M2) = 1 and aMi > 0. 
16.3. Lemma, (l) If q2 is a-better than qx then q2 is i-better than qx. 
(2) If q2 is i-better than qx then q2 is si-better than qx. 
•(3) If «j + bx 4= 0 4= a 2 + b2 then a2 is si-better than qt iff a 2 : (a 2 + b2) ^ 
_ i ! : ( « i + l>i)-
(4) Each implicational operator is associational. 
(5) Each strictly implicational operator is implicational. 
16.4. Remark and Definition. (1) If ~ is implicational Mu M2 have the same 
cardinality and aMl = aMl, bMl = bMl then Asf„(Mt) = Asf„(M2). 
(2) Each of the operators defined in [3] 9.18, Examples ( l ) - ( 3 ) is strictly implica­
tional. (Implication, good almost-implication, probable almost-implication.) 
(3) One introduces the notion " M 2 is i-better (si-better) than M" for qualitative 
models in the same way as the corresponding a-notion in 15.4. Finally we define 
in an analogy to 15.9: u is i-better than u(u,ve (0, x , l } 2 ; v ^ ib u) if for each quali­
tative model M of the type l 2 we have the following: If the card of a is u then M(a : v) 
is i-better than M (for each a e M). Similarly for ^sib. 
16.5. Theorem. The quasiordering ^ i f > is completely described by the following 
conditions: 
(a) < l , 0 > = i 6 < l , x> = ; b < x , 0 > ; <0, 0> = ib <0, x > = i 6 < 0 , l > = i 6 < x , l > ; 
(b) < 1 . 0 > < t t < 0 , 0 > < » < ! , ! > 
1—r 
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Proof . Note that v ^ab u implies v ^ ib u. Hence it suffices to show the following: 
(1) < x , x > §«, <1, x > (which yields < x , x > S i b <1, 0>, <0, x > by transitivity), 
(2) <0, x > £ ; „ < 0 , 0 > , 
(3) < x , x > £ a <0, x > (yields < x , x > £ tb <0, 0>, <1, x >, <1, 0 » , 
(4) <1, x> J f t < l , l > and < x , l > $ f t < l , l > . 
(1) Let a e M, KM(a) = <1, x >; put M . = M(a : < x , x >) and let At! be a com-
pletion of Mi . If-vWl(a) = <1, i>> then At! is a completion of M; if KNl(a) = <0, v} 
then put Â  = Ati(a : <1, 0 » ; aN = aNl and bN = bNi + 1, hence Atx is i-better than 
At and hence Mt is i-better than M. 
(3) Let KM(a) = <0, x >, put Mx = M(a : < x , x » and suppose that for any 
b 4= a, beM, the card KM(b) is in {0, l }
2 . Put Nt = Mx(a : <1, 0 » ; we show that 
Ati is not i-better than any completion At of M. We have two possibilities: At = 
= M(a : <0, 0 » or At = M(a : <0, 1 » . In both cases we have: aNi = aN, bNl = 
= bN + 1, hence At is i-better than Nt and Atj is not i-better than At. 
(2) Let KM(a) = <0, 0>, put Mt = M(a : <0, x » . Let Nt be a completion of Mx. 
If KNl(a) = <0, 0> then Atx is a completion of M; if KNi(a) = <0, 1> then put 
N = Atj(a : <0, 0 » ; it is a completion of M and M, A"are i-equivalent. 
(4) Let KM(a) = <1, l> ,pu tMi = 2lf(a : <1, x » , suppose M t o be a {0, l}-model. 
Put At! = Mj(a : <1, 0 » ; then At! is a completion of Mj and Nt is not i-better than 
M(M is its only own completion). 
16.6. Theorem and Definition. There are two £ -maximal CC-closure sets such 
that the corresponding closure operator <g has the following property: For each 
implicational operator->* <̂  is an improvement operator for->*, CC and «s. 
They are defined by the following tables (i), (ii): 
(i) (ü) 
Both (i) and (ii) satisfy 14.16 (i); only the first one satisfies 14.17 (i). So we prefer (i). 
The operator defined by (i) will be denoted by <^c. 
The proof is completely analogous to the proof of the corresponding theorem 
in Section 15 (Theorem 15.12) and so are the proofs of the following theorems 
16.7-16.8. (Erratum: In Table (i) the line between <1,1> and < x , 1> should be thick.) 
16.7. Theorem. Let \\Anf(K, 1, K')\\M = \\(K, X) <§
C(K& K', X)\\M and analogously 
for Succ. Then (l) Anf is universally defined by 
U^ = {u, v, M> e {0, x , l } 3 ; [<w, v} = <1, 1> -> v = 1] & [<M, t>> = 
«<x,l>->5e{l, x}]}. 
(2) Suc° is universally defined by 
Ucs = {<M, v, v} e {0, x , l }
3 ; [ « M , V> = <1, 1> v <«, t>> = < x , 1 » -> v = 1]} . 
16.8. Theorem. Let K, 1 be psEC's and let M be a model. (1) (a) There is an X such 
that \\Anf (K, X, (X) F\\M = 1 iff there is no object aeM such that <||rc[|M(a), 
| A | | M ( a ) > i s < l , l > a n d | | F | | M ( a )= x . 
(b) Suppose the last condition holds; call u critical if u e {<1, 1>, <1, x >}. Then 
the least X such that \\Anf(K, X, (X) F\\M = l i s X = {|]E||M(a); <j|/c[|M (a), ||A|M(a)> 
critical and |JF||M(a) e Vreg}. 
(2) (a) There is an X such that \\SUCC(K, X, (X) F\\M = 1 iff there is no object 
aeM such that <||K||M(a) \\X\\M (a)> e {<1, 1>, < x , 1>} and \\F\\M(a) = x . 
(b) If the last condition holds then the least X such that \\SUCC(K, X, (X) F\\M = 1 
is the X defined in (1) (b). 
16.9. Remark. (1) Read 15.16 and 15.17 and make the obvious modifications for 
the present context. 
(2) In the rest of the present section we are going to study strictly implicational 
operators ->* and formulas K ->* <5 where K is a (ps)EC and <5 is a (ps)ED. In this 
case we have a non-trivial deduction rule; this rule is combined with the rule for an 
improvement operator. In this way we obtain a generalization and improvement 
of [3] § 9(c). 
16.10. Definition. (1) We introduce the empty conjuction A 0; this is an open 
formula and [j A 0||M(a) = 1 for each object of each model. Generalized EC's 
(GECs) are EC's together with the empty conjuction. The same for generalized 
psECs. GCD denotes the set of all pairs <K, <5> where K is a generalized psEC and 
<5 is a psED. <K, <5> e GCD is an elementary GCD-pair (consisting of a GEC and 
an ED) if K is a GEC, <5 is an ED and have no functors in common. EGCD is the set 
of all elementary GCD-pairs. 
(2) <Kj, <5j> (< ^ ) <K 2 , «52> if Kj < K2 and 8t -a <52 (cf. 14.8) 
(3) <Kj, <5j> results from <K2 , <52> by specification if either <Kj, <5J> = <K2 , <52> or 
there is an ED <50 such that <52 is <5X v <50 and Kj is K2 & neg(80). <KU <5X> results 
from <K2 , <52> by reduction if Kj = K2 and <5j<: <52. We put <KU <5J> SpRd<K2, <52> 
if there is a <K3 , <53> such that <K15 <5J> results from <K3 , <53> by specification and 
<K3 , <53> results from <K2 , <52> by reduction. (For <K(, <5;> E EGCD.) 
16.11. Theorem. Let <KU «SJ>, <K2, <52> e EGCD. If <K 1 ; <5J> SpRd<K2, <52>, if 
->* is a strictly implicational operator and if ||KJ ->* <5J ||M = 1
 t n e n \\K2 ~** 82\\M = 1-
Proof . (1) First suppose M to be a model with complete information. Put Mt = 
= <M, | | K J | M , | |<5J|M>, M2 = <M, \\K2\\M, | |<52 | |M>. One verifies aMlbM2 ^ aMlbMl. 
This is evident if <K 1 ; <5J> results from <K2 , <52> by reduction. If <KX, <5J> results 
from <K2 , <52> by specification denote by mijk the number of objects a such that 
I M M ( « ) = i> PiU(a)=j, ||<50||M(a) = /c . Then aMl = m110, bMi = m100 , 
aMl = ™no + m101 + mliu bMl = m100. Consequently, aMlbMl g aMlbMl. 
(2) Since ->* is secured, the validity of the theorem for arbitrary models follows 
from its validity for models with complete information. Indeed, if N2 is a completion 
of<M, | K 2 | | M , I <521 M> then there is a completion N of M such that N2 = <M, ||K2||N> 
|<52|w> (here we use the fact that <K, <5> is an elementary pair). Put Nj = <M, ||KJ jj^, 
||5j||w>. By the assumption ,As/-+*(Atj) = 1 and hence Asf-^*(N2) = 1 by (1). 
16.12. Definition. A GCD-closure set is a closure set U ^ {0, x , 1} for GCD and 
(< o ) satisfying the following condition: <u, v, u, j;> e U implies u = u and v £ v 
for each u, v, u, v. A GCD-closure operator is an operator defined universally by 
a GCD-closure set. (Cf. 14.8.) 
16.13. Theorem. There are two £-maximal GCD-closure sets such that the corres-
ponding closure operator <̂  is an improvement operator for ->*, GCD and (<= «=a). 
They are defined by the following tables (i), (ii): 
(Ü) 
Proof . Consider the table in 16.5 and recall that we are interested in quadruples 
<M1S u2, vt, v2y such that ux ^ vt and M2 ^ v2, Since U has to define an improvement 
operator, <«, u> e U must imply « ^ t t v. Consequently, the quadruple <1, 1, x , 1> 
must not be in U. Theorem 14.13, after obvious modifications, yields the following 
condition necessary and sufficient for U to be a GCD-closure set: there is an equi-
valence E on {0, x , l } 2 such that writing <M1S M2> =g <i>ls v2} for (MJ ^ vr and 




» =E w and » § v § w implies « = E v =E w ; 
u =Ev implies « = E [H(& V) V] = E v ; 
uU v iff ( » | « and « = £ f ) . 
Consequently, the equivalence defined by the tables (i) and (ii) above determine the 
only two £-maximal GCD-closure sets not containing the quadruple <1, 1, x , 1>. 
16.14. Remark and Definition. We want now to combine 16.11 with 16.13, so we 
assume ->* to be strictly implicational. Denote for a moment by < j the operator 
defined by 16.13 (i) and similarly for -42. Having a model Mand a formula K ->* 8 
where <K, r5> e EGCD (say, K ->* 8 is an elementary *-implication), let \\K ->* d||M = 
= 1. Then we can use 16.11 to obtain a formula K1 ->* 51 such that <;c, 3} SpRd(Kt, 
<51>, hence |KJ ->* S1\\M = 1, then find a<K2, d2} such that ||(K1S 8^ <t(K2, 82)\\M = 
= 1, hence \\K2 - > * ^ 2 | | M = 1>
 a n < l perhaps iterate this procedure. The following 
theorem shows that it suffices to use first the improvement operator with a fixed 
succedent and then to use 16.11; furthermore, that in the present context <gx is 
better. So we are led to a relation of immediate consequence and to the definition 
of a pleasant GUHA-problem. 
120 16.15. Lemma, (l) Let i = 1, 2, let <K ; , <5y> eEGCD (j = 0, 1, 2) and suppose | |K 0 -» 
-»*<5O||M = L <K 0 , <50>SpRo
,<K1,<51>, < K I , < 5 1 > ( < < ] ) < K 2 , ^ 2 > and fl(K1( <5t) < ( 
<^J(K 2 , <5 2 ) | | M = 1. Then there is an EC K 3 such that <K 0 , <52> (< <i) <K 3 , <50>, 
| | (K 0 , <50) «*, (K 3 , <50)||M = 1 and < K 3 , <50> SpRd<;c2, <52>. 
(2) If <K 0 , <5>, <Kj, <5> e EGCD and if K 0 < Kt then ||(;c0, <5) <2(Ki,5)\M = 1 
implies \(K, <5) « I ( K . , 5 ) | | M = 1. 









We look for a K + such that the diagram commutes. We have the following relations: 
KX £ K0 , <50 <: (5^ Kt <= K2, <5X <: <52. Hence <50 <a <52. The K
+ we have to find must 
satisfy the following: K2 £ K
+ , K0 < K
+ . Put K+ = K0 & K2 (transformed into an EC: 
if F occurs both in K0 and in K2, take the intersection of coefficients). K
+ is indeed 
an EC: if (X) F is in K0 then either (X) F is in KU (Z) F is in K2 for some Z £ x 
and Z #= 0 since ->* is strictly implicational and hence (3a e M) (\K0 & <50||M (a) = 1 
(since ||K0 - •* <50||M = 1). Note that <1, 1, x , 1><£U and cf. the proof of 14.16. 
Or (X) F is not in KU then F occurs in 8X and hence in <52 and consequently F does 
not occur in K2 (since <K2 , <52> e EGCD). 
We prove [|(K0, <50) <t (K
+<50)| |M = 1. Let i = 1. We have to verify: If | | K 0 & 
&<5o||M(a) = 1 t n e n | | K + | | M ( « ) = 1- Suppose ||K0&<50||M(a) = 1; then obviously 
||K1&<51||M(a) = 1 (since KY £ K0 and <50 <] 5t). Then ||K2 & <52||M(a) = 1 (using 
<x) and so ||K
+ | |M(a) = | | K 0 & K2|jM(a) = 1. Let i = 2. We have to verify: If 
I K | U ( a ) = 1 then ||K+flM(a) = 1. Let ||K0||M(a) = 1. Then ||K1||M(a) = 1 and 
hence ||K2||M(a) = 1 (using <2). Hence ||K
+ | |M(a) = 1. This completes the proof 
of( l ) . 
(2) Suppose [|(K0, <5) <2 (KU S)\M = 1 and K0 < KX. Consequently, for each a, 
[ |K 0 | | M (a )= l implies \KX\M (a) = 1. Now, \(K0, S) <1(KUS)\M = I means; 
for each a, if ||K0]|M(a) = 1 and ||<5||M(a) = 1 then ||K1|[M(a) = 1. S'o the assertion 
follows. 
16.16. Remark and Definition. In the sequel, <d denotes the operator defined 
by 16.13 (i) If <K, <5> e EGCD then Reg°<M(K, 5) is the <=-supremum of all EC's K 
not containing any functor from 3 and such that K < K and \\(K, 8) <d (K, <5)||M = 1. 
The following is proved in the usual way (cf. 15.14, 15.15 and 16.7, 16.8): 
16.17. Thsorem. (1) Let \\Antd(K, 5, K')\\M = \\(K, <5) « - (K& K', <5)||M. Then Ant" 
is universally defined by the set 
Ul = {<«, v, u> e {0, x , l } 3 ; [<«, »> = <1, 1> -> » = 1]} . 
(2) Let <K, <5> e EGCD and let M be a model. 
(a) There is an X such that \Ant%K, 5, (X) F\\M = 1 iff there is no a e M such that 
||K&<5||M(a) = l and | |E | | M ( a )= x . 
(b) Suppose that the last condition holds; then the least X such that HAnt^K, <5, 
(r»E||M = i is 
X = {||E | |M(a); ||K&<5||M(a) = l } . 
(c) Putic = Reg0 <^M(K, <5) then K is M-incompressible. Moreover, K is strongly 
M^-incompressible, where Md is the submodel of M formed by all objects ae M 
such that |<5||M(a) = 1. 
(d) If (3a 6M) ( | |K& <5||M = 1) then <K, <5> eEGCD. 
Proof . (1) and (2) (a), (b) as usual. 
(c) The assertion about M5-incompressibility is proved as 14.17. (Show: if ||(K.<5) <t
d 
<\K & (X) F, S)\M = 1, \\K & (X) F == K & (X0) F\\Md = 1 and X0 = X then 
\\(K,S)<*(K&(X0)F,5)\\M = 1.) 
(d) Assume (3a e M) (||K & <5||M = 1. It follows by (b) that K is a GEC; by definition 
K does not contain any functor from <5 and so <K, <5> € EGCD. 
16.18. Discussion. We apply the above results to the description of a GUHA-
problem and its solution. Put f = {K ->* <5; <K, 3) e EGCD} (relevant questions 
are elementary *-implications). Call K->*<5 M-prime if (i) | K - > * < 5 [ | M = 1, 
(ii) there is no <K0, <50> SpRd(K, <5>, such that <K0 , <50> =1= <K, <5>, | K 0 -** <50|M = 1, 
(iii) there is no K0 < K, K0 =j= K such that | K 0 ->* <5||M = 1 and HAn^Ko, 5, K)\M = 1. 
Put 
(K ->* <5 & Antd(K, 5, ic) _ there is a K0 , K < K0 < K such) 
~~j K1-**51 ' that <K0 , <5> SpRd <«., <5j> j " 
For each M, put XM = {K ->* <5& Ant
d(K, S, K); K ->* 5 M-prime and K = 
= Re6f°^M(K,5)}. 
16.19. Theorem. Under the denotations of 16.18, XM is a (^-minimal) solution 
of P = <JF, {1}, ZC> in M. 
Proof . Let ||K—>*5||M = 1 and let K->*<5 be not M-prime. Let (KU 5t) be 
a SpRd-minimal EGCD such that IK. ->* 5 t l M = 1 and <K15 5,> SpRd(K, <5>. 
Let <K2 , 5_> be a ( < -=a)-minimal EGCD such that | |K2, <5_) <
d (K±, <5_)|M = 1 
and ||K2 ->* t5_|jj__ = 1. Then obviously 
K2 -_* <5_ & Ant" (K2 , <5_, Reg°<(K2,. _)) c f C 
K->*<5 
We show that (K2 ->* <5_) is prime. Evidently, there is no K3 such that <K3 , <5_> ( < o ) 
<K2 , <5_>, IK3 ->* _»__[___• = 1 and ||̂ 4m"*(rc3, <5_, K 2 ) | | M = 1. Suppose that there is a 
<K3 , <53> SpRd<rc2, d2y such that ||K3 ->* <53||M = 1. Then by 16.15 there is a K
+ such 
that \\AM"(K3, <53, K
+ ) | | M = 1 and < K
+ , <53> Sp___<„_, <5_>, hence < K
+ , <53> SpRd<K, <5> 
and |JK+ ->* 5 3 | M = 1. It follows < K
+ , <53> = <K_, <5_>, and hence <K2 , <53> = 
= <K2 , <5_>. Hence <K2 , <5_> is M-prime. 
16.20. Discussion. We consider the situation of Vreg being big. Put F_ = {K -> *<5; 
<K, <5> e EGCD and all coefficients have at most k elements}. Suppose 2/c < card(Vreg); 
under this assumption we have the following: If <K_, <5_> =f= <K2 , <52> and <K_, <5t> 
results from <K2 , <52> by specification then K_ ->* 5t and K2 ->* <52 cannot be simul-
taneously in Fk. Hence we give up any specification and consider a weaker rule 
UK -+* <5) & Antd(K, 3,K) _ - . . 
IC! = <̂  - >• ' y ; K < K, <5 o <5_ V . 
t Ki -*• si J 
Define K ->* <5 to be M — Fk-prime if 
( i ) ( K - > * 5 ) e F _ a n d | | K - * * C 5 | | M = 1 , 
(ii) there is no K_ < K, K_ =f= K such that (K_ ->* <5) eF_ and ||K_ ->* <5||M = 1, 
(iii) there is no <50 <a 5 such that ||K_ ->* <50||M = 1 (irreducibility). 
Let Reg0 <M _(K, <5) = K if K is the conjunction of all (X) F such that card (X) __; fe 
and X minimal such that flAnr^K, <5, (X) F\\M = 1. Put 
XM = {(K ->* 5) & Ant\K, 8, K); K ->* <5, M - F_-prime and K = Reg°<
d
Mik(K, 8)}. 
16.21. Theorem. Under the denotations of 16.20, XM is a (s-minimal solution) 
ofP_ = < F _ , { l } , I C 1 > i n M 
Proof . Let (K->*<5)eF_, | K - > * < 5 | | M = 1. Let <50 be a -o-minimal disjunction 
such that ||K ->* <50|__ = 1. Let K0 be a <-minimal element such that K0 < K, 
IIKo »*• c50||M - -, («o -** «o) eF„ and ||(K0, C50) <" (K, 80)\\M = 1. Then (K ->* 8) 
ICt(K0 ->* <50); we prove that for K = Reg
0<^M_(K0, <50) we have: K0'< K < K and 
(K0 ->* 80) is M — F_-prime. The assertion concerning < is obvious. (K0 ->* <50)e 
£rt> ||K0 ->*c50||M = 1 by the definition of K 0 ; evidently, there is no K_ < K0, 
K_ * K0 such that ||K_ ->* <50||M = lg (K_ ->* <50)e F_ and )|(K:__, t50) < ^ ( K 0 , <50) |M = 
= 1. If there is a <5_ such that <5_ -a <50, <5_ + 50 and ||K0 ->* c5_|__ = 1 then one shows 
as in 16.15 (1) such that <K, <5_> results from <K, <50> by reduction and that | ( K 0 , <5_) < 
<d (K, C5_)|M = 1. Hence (K0 ->* <50) is M - F_-prime. This completes the proof. 
16.22. Remark and Definition. As an analogy to 15.19 (2) we consider the following 123 
diagram: 
This is the operator (ii) from 16.13; it will be denoted by <e .) Define Reg0<M(K, 5) 
as in 16.16 as the <-supremum of all K such that K < K and [|(K, <5) <e (ic, §)\\M = 1. 
We have the following 
16.23. Theorem. (1) If Anf has the usual meaning then Ant" is universally defined 
by 
UeA — {<«, v, i7>; M = 1 -> K = 1} . 
(2) There is an X such that \Anf(K, d, (X) F\\M = 1 iff there is no a e M such that 
[|jcl|M (a) = 1 and \\F\\M (a) = x . If the last condition holds the least X such that 
\\Ante(K,5,(X)F\\M = 1 is X = {|F| |M(a); | K | | M (a ) = 1}. 
(3) If <K, <5> e EGCD and K = Reg0<CM(K, 8) then K is strongly M-incompressible 
and |[K — K|[M = 1; if (3a e M) ( K | M (a) = 1 then K is an EC and <K, <5> e EGCD. 
Proof. The proofs of (1) and (2) are routine and completely analogous to previous 
proofs of analogous theorems. Then it follows by (2) that if <K.<5>e£GCD then K 
is an GEC and hence <K, <5> e EGCD. To prove the strong incompressibility of K one 
observes the following: If ||(K, <5) <C(K&(X) F, S)\\M = 1 and if X0 £ X, 
| | K & ( X ) F = = K & ( X 0 ) F | | M = 1 then [|(K, <5) <
e (K&(X0) F, 5)\\M = 1. The asser-
tion concerning — is obvious. 
16.24. Corollary. If K is strongly incompressible and if K = Reg0<M(K, 8) then 
K E K. 
Proof . We have K < ic and ||K =? K| | M = 1, hence if K0 is the subconhunction 
of K having the same functors as K then K0 is poorer than K and ||K = K 0 | | M = 1, 
hence K = K0 by strong incompressibility. 
16.25. Definition and Theorem. Let S Inc(ic) be a formula such that ||S JHC(K)|[M = 
= 1 iff K is strongly M-incompressible. Let F* — {(K -** 5) & SInc(K); <K, 5} e 
e EGCD] and 
I c . = UK-.*5)&SInc(K)&(K,8U°(*,5) K S K i S K t S < l S \ 
\ Kt^di&SInc^) J 
For each M let XM be the set of all formulas (K ->•* 5) & S Inc(ic) & (K, $) <
e (K, 3) 
such that K -+* 5 is M-prime (in the sense of 16.18 but with the present meaning 
124 of < and Ant), K strongly M-incompressible and K = Reg0 <M(K, S). Then XM 
is a (<=-minimal) solution of P* = <F*, {1}, IC*} in M. 
(Received October 8, 1973.) 
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